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Abstract. We survey various notions of probabilistic automata and
probabilistic bisimulation, accumulating in an expressiveness hierarchy of
probabilistic system types. The aim of this paper is twofold: On the one
hand it provides an overview of existing types of probabilistic systems
and, on the other hand, it explains the relationship between these models.
We overview probabilistic systems with discrete probabilities only. The
expressiveness order used to built the hierarchy is defined via the exis-
tence of mappings between the corresponding system types that preserve
and reflect bisimilarity. Additionally, we discuss parallel composition for
the presented types of systems, augmenting the map of probabilistic au-
tomata with closedness under this compositional operator.
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1 Introduction

The notion of a state machine has proved useful in many modelling situations,
amongst others, the area of validation of stochastic systems. In the literature
up to now, a great variety of types of probabilistic automata has been proposed
and many of these have been actually used for verification purposes. In this
paper we discuss a number of probabilistic automata with discrete probability
distributions. For continuous-time probabilistic systems the interested reader is
referred to [BDEP97,DEP98,D’A99,BHHK00,Hil94,Alf98]. Models of stochastic
systems that are not represented by transition systems can also be found in
[BLFG95] and [PA91].

Due to the variety of proposed models it is often the case that results have
to be interpreted from one type of systems to another. Therefore we compare
the considered types of probabilistic automata in terms of their expressiveness.
The comparison is achieved by placing a partial order on the classes of such
automata, where one class is less then another if each automaton in the class
can be translated to an automaton of the other class such that translations



both reflect and preserve the respective notions of bisimilarity. Hence, bisim-
ulation and bisimilarity are central notions in this overview. Other compari-
son criteria are important as well, e.g. logical properties, logical characteriza-
tion of bisimulation [LS91], complexity of algorithms for deciding bisimulation
[Bai98,BEMC99,CY95,Sto02a] and so on. We choose the comparison criterion
formulated in terms of strong bisimulation because of its simplicity and because
we work with transition labelled systems, for which bisimulation semantics arises
naturally from the step-by-step behavior.

A major distinction of probabilistic automata is that between fully probabilis-
tic vs. non-deterministic ones. In a fully probabilistic automaton every choice is
governed by a probability distribution (over set of states or states combined with
actions). The probability distribution captures the uncertainty about the next
state. If we abstract away from the actions in a fully probabilistic automaton,
we are left with a discrete time Markov chain. Subsequently, standard tech-
niques can be applied to analyze the resulting Markov chains. Sometimes, the
incomplete knowledge about the system behavior can not be represented proba-
bilistically. In these cases we should consider more than one transition possible.
We speak in this case of a non-deterministic probabilistic automaton. Most of
the models that we consider include some form of non-determinism and hence
fall in the category of non-deterministic probabilistic automata. As pointed out
by various authors, e.g. [Hoa85,Seg95,Alf97,Sto02b] non-determinism is essential
for modelling scheduling freedom, implementation freedom, the external environ-
ment and incomplete information. Furthermore, non-determinism is essential for
the definition of an asynchronous parallel composition operator that allows in-
terleaving. Often two kinds of non-deterministic choices are mentioned in the
literature (see for e.g. [Sto02b]), external non-deterministic choices influenced
by the environment, specified by having several transitions with di!erent labels
leaving from the same state, and internal non-determinism, exhibited by having
several transitions with the same label leaving from a state. We use the term
non-determinism for full non-determinism including both internal and external
non-deterministic choices.

We introduce several classes of automata, ranging from the simplest models
to more complex ones. The questions that we will address for each individual
class are:

– the definition of the type of automaton and the respective notion of strong
bisimulation;

– the relation of the model with other models;
– presence and form of non-determinism;
– the notion of a product or parallel composition in the model.

The set-up of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the necessary notions
considering probability theory, automata (transition systems), and concurrency
theory, in particular compositional operators. In section 3 we focus on the var-
ious definitions of probabilistic automata in isolation with their corresponding
notions of bisimulation. In section 4 the operators of parallel composition are



discussed. We address the interrelationship between the introduced types of au-
tomata in section 5. Section 6 wraps up with some conclusions.
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2 Basic ingredients

2.1 Probability distributions

Let ! be a set. A function µ : ! ! [0, 1] is called a discrete probability distribu-
tion, or distribution for short, on ! if {x " !| µ(x) > 0} is finite or countably
infinite and

!
x!! µ(x) = 1. The set {x " !| µ(x) > 0} is called the support

of µ and is denoted by spt(µ). If x " !, then µ1
x denotes the unique probability

distribution with µ1
x(x) = 1, also known as the Dirac distribution for x. When

µ is a distribution on ! we use the notation µ[X] for
!

x!X µ(x) where X # !.
By D(!) we denote the set of all discrete probability distributions on the set
!. If µ is a distribution with finite support {s1, . . . , sn} , we sometimes write
{s1 $! µ(s1), . . . , sn $! µ(sn)}. With this notation, µ1

x = {x $! 1}.
Let µ1 " D(S) and µ2 " D(T ). The product µ1 % µ2 of µ1 and µ2 is a

distribution on S%T defined by (µ1%µ2)(s, t) = µ1(s) ·µ2(t), for &s, t' " S%T .
If µ " D(S % T ), we use the notation µ[s, T ] for µ[{s} % T ] and µ[S, t] for

µ[S % {t}]. We adopt from [JL91] the lifting of a relation between two sets to a
relation between distributions on these sets.

Definition 1. Let R # S % T be a relation between the sets S and T . let µ "
D(S) and µ" " D(T ) be distributions. Define µ (R µ" if and only if there exists
a distribution " " D(S % T ) such that

1. "[s, T ] = µ(s) for any s " S
2. "[S, t] = µ"(t) for any t " T
3. "(s, t) )= 0 if and only if &s, t' " R.

The lifting of a relation R preserves the characteristic properties of preorders
and equivalences (cf. [JLY01]). For the special case of an equivalence relation
there is a simpler way to define the lifting (cf. [JLY01,Sto02b,Bai98]).

Proposition 1. Let R be an equivalence relation on the set S and let µ, µ" "
D(S). Then µ (R µ" if and only if µ[C] = µ"[C] for all equivalence classes
C " S/R. !

Lifting of an equivalence relation on a set S to a relation (R,A on the set
D(A% S), for a fixed set A, will also be needed.



Definition 2. Let R be an equivalence relation on a set S, A a set, and let
µ, µ" " D(A% S). Define

µ (R,A µ" *+ ,C " S/R,,a " A : µ[a,C] = µ"[a,C]

2.2 Non-probabilistic automata, Markov chains, bisimilarity

Throughout the paper we will use the terms automaton, transition system or
just system as synonyms.

Non-probabilistic automata

Definition 3. A transition system, TS for short, is a pair &S,#' where

1. S is a set of states
2. # : S ! P(S) is a transition function, where P denotes the powerset of S.

If &S,#' is a transition system such that s, s" " S and s" " #(s) we write
s! s" and call it a transition.

Often in the literature a TS is given as a triple, including besides the set of
states and the transition function also a subset of initial states, or a single initial
state. In this paper we will consider no initial states and therefore they are not
present in the definition. Instead of a transition function one could equivalently
consider a transition relation as a subset of S % S. Our choice here is to always
present the transitions via a transition function.

A way of representing a TS is via its transition diagram. For example, the sys-
tem &S,#' where S = {s1, s2, s3, s4} and #(s1) = {s2, s3}, #(s2) = {s4}, #(s3) =
#(s4) = -, is represented as follows:

•s1

!!!!
!!

!!

"""
""

""
"

•s2

##

•s3

•s4

The states s3 and s4 are terminating states, with no outgoing transitions.
It is often of use to model the phenomenon that a change of state in a

system happens as a result of executing an action. Therefore, labelled transition
systems evolve from transition systems. There are two ways to incorporate labels
in a TS: by labelling the states (usually with some values of variables, or a set of
propositions true in a state), or by explicitly labelling the transitions with actions
or action names. In this paper we focus on transition labelled systems.

Definition 4. A labelled transition system (LTS) (or a non-deterministic au-
tomaton) is a triple &S,A,#' where

1. S is a set of states



2. A is a set of actions
3. # : S ! P(A% S) is a transition function.

When &S,A,#' is a LTS, then the transition function # can equivalently be
considered as a function from S to P(S)A, the collection of functions from A
to P(S). As in the case of TSs, for any state s " S of a LTS, every element
&a, s"' " #(s) determines a transition which is denoted by s

a! s".
The class of non-deterministic automata (LTSs) is denoted by NA. Deter-

ministic automata, given by the next definition, form a subclass of NA.

Definition 5. A deterministic automaton is a triple &S,A,#' where

1. S is a set of states
2. A is a set of actions
3. # : S ! (S + 1)A is a transition function.

Notation 1 We denote by + the disjoint union of two sets. The set 1 is a
singleton set containing the special element ., i.e. 1 = {.}. We assume that
. /" S. The notation (S + 1)A stands for the collection of all functions from A
to S + 1.

The special set 1 and the disjoint union construction allow us to write par-
tial functions as functions. Hence, in a deterministic automaton each state s is
assigned a partial function #(s) : A ! S + 1 from the set of actions to the set of
states, meaning that whenever #(s)(a) = s" for some s" " S, i.e. #(s) )= ., then
there is a transition s

a! s" enabled in S. We denote the class of all deterministic
automata by DA.

We note that the class of automata DA exhibits external non-determinism,
while in NA there is full non-determinism.

•
b

"""
""

""
"

a

!!!!
!!

!!

• •

•
b

"""
""

""
"

a

!!!!
!!

!!
a
##

• • •
external non-determinism full non-determinism

Markov chains The simplest class of fully probabilistic automata is the class
of discrete time Markov chains. The theory of Markov chains is rich and huge
(see, e.g., [KS76,How71,BH01,Hav01]) and we only provide a simple definition
of a discrete time Markov chain here.

Definition 6. A Markov chain is a pair &S,# ' where

1. S is a set of states
2. # : S ! D(S) is a transition function.

Markov chains evolve from transition systems, when probability is added to
each transition such that for any state the sum of the probabilities of all outgoing
transitions equals 1. The class of all Markov chains is denoted by MC. If s " S
and #(s) = µ with µ(s") = p>0 then the Markov chain &S,# ' is said to go from
a state s with probability p to a state s". Notation: s ! µ and s

p
! s".



Example 1.
•s0

1
2!!

!"
!"
!"

1
2

""
#$

#$
#$

•s1

1
$$
"!

"!
"!

•s2
1

%% %& %& %& %& %&

S = {s0, s1, s2}
#(s0) = {s0 $! 0, s1 $! 1

2 , s2 $! 1
2}

#(s1) = µ1
s0

#(s2) = µ1
s1

Bisimulation and bisimilarity Di!erent semantics or notions of behavior can
be given to labelled transition systems. We work with the bisimulation semantics
(Milner [Mil83,Mil89]) stating that two states in a system represented by LTSs
are equivalent whenever there exists a bisimulation relation that relates them.
A bisimulation relation compares the one-step behavior of two states and has a
nice extension to the probabilistic case (as explored in [LS91]). In [JS90] prob-
abilistic extensions of a number of other well known process equivalences have
been studied like probability trace, completed trace, failure and ready equiva-
lence. Other probabilistic process equivalences are probabilistic simulation and
bisimulation by Segala and Lynch [SL94,Seg95], Yi and Larsen’s testing equiv-
alence [YL92], and CSP equivalences of Morgan et al. [MMSS96], Lowe [Low95]
and Seidel [Sei95]. An overview of several probabilistic process equivalences can
be found in [LN03].

Definition 7. Let &S,A,#' and &T,A,#' be two LTSs. A relation R # S % T
is a bisimulation relation if for all &s, t' " R and all a " A the following holds

if s
a! s" then there exists t" " T such that t

a! t" and &s", t"' " R, and
if t

a! t" then there exists s" " S such that s
a! s" and &s", t"' " R.

Let s " S and t " T . The states s and t are called bisimilar, denoted by s / t
if there exists a bisimulation relation R with &s, t' " R.

Example 2. For the following LTSs we have, for example, s0 / t0 since R =
{&s0, t0', &s0, t2', &s1, t1', &s1, t3'} is a bisimulation.

•s0

!"#$a%&
&&

b

##

•t0

a

##

b && •t1

•s1 •t2

!"#$a%&
&& b && •t3

Remark 1. Instead of comparing states in two systems &S,A,#' and &T,A,$' we
can always consider one joined system &S + T,A, %' with %(s) = #(s) for s " S
and %(t) = $(t) for t " T . Therefore bisimulation can be defined as a relation on
the set of states of a system. Furthermore, if R # S%S is a bisimulation, then it
is reflexive and symmetric, and the transitive closure of R is also a bisimulation.
Hence bisimilarity / is not a!ected by the choice of defining bisimulation as an
equivalence.



Definition 8. An equivalence relation R on a set of states S of a LTS is an
equivalence bisimulation if for all &s, t' " R and all a " A

if s
a! s" then 0t" " S : t

a! t", &s", t"' " R

The states s and t are called bisimilar, denoted by s /e t if there exists an
equivalence bisimulation R with &s, t' " R.

By Remark 1, the following proposition holds.

Proposition 2. Let &S,A,#' and &T,A,$' be two LTSs, and let s " S, t " T .
Then s / t if and only if s /e t.

!
Bisimulation on DA is defined exactly the same as for NA i.e. with Defini-

tion 8.
The standard notion of probabilistic bisimulation is the one introduced by

Larsen and Skou [LS91] originally formulated for reactive systems (see next sub-
section). An early reference to probabilistic bisimulation can be found in [BM89].
In the case of Markov chains, bisimulation corresponds to ordinary lumpability
of Markov chains [KS76,Her98,Buc94]. In [VR99,Vin98] it is shown that the
concrete notion of bismulation for Markov-chains coincides with a general coal-
gebraic notion of bisimulation [Mos99,JR96,Rut00,Mac71].

The idea behind probabilistic bisimulation is as follows. Since bisimilar states
are considered ”the same”, it does not matter which element within a bisimu-
lation class is reached. Hence, a bisimulation relation should compare the prob-
ability to reach an equivalence class and not the probability to reach a single
state. In order to define bisimulation for Markov chains the lifting of a relation
on a state S to a relation on D(S), as defined in Definition 1 and explained with
Proposition 1, is used. Note that the comments of Remark 1 are in place here
as well.

Definition 9. An equivalence relation R on a set of states S of a Markov chain
&S,#' is a bisimulation if and only if for all &s, t' " R

if s ! µ then there is a transition t ! µ" with µ (R µ".

The states s and t are called bisimilar, denoted by s / t, if there exists a bisim-
ulation R with &s, t' " R.

Definition 9 will be used, with some variations, for defining bisimulation
relations for all types of probabilistic automata that we consider in this overview.
However, note that in the case of Markov chains any two states of any two
Markov chains are bisimilar, according to the given definition, since 1 = S % S
is a bisimulation on the state set of any Markov chain &S,#'. Namely, let &S,#' be
a Markov chain and s, t " S, such that #(s) = µ,#(t) = µ", i.e., s ! µ, t ! µ".
Then for the only equivalence class of 1, S, we have µ[S] = 1 = µ"[S] i.e.
µ (R µ" which makes s / t. This phenomenon can be explained with the fact



that bisimilarity compares the observable behavior of two states in a system
and the Markov chains are very simple systems in which there is not much to
observe. Therefore the need comes to enrich Markov chains with actions or at
least termination.

Notation In Section 3 we will introduce ten other types of probabilistic au-
tomata, with corresponding notions of bisimulation. In order to avoid repetition
we collect the following.

– A type of automata will always be a triple &S,A,#' where S is a set of states,
A is a set of actions and # is a transition function. The di!erence between
the system types is expressed with the di!erence in the codomains of the
corresponding transition functions.

– A bisimulation relation will always be defined as an equivalence on the set
of states of a system. Depending on the type of systems the “transfer condi-
tions” in the definition of bisimulation vary.

– For a particular type of system, the bisimilarity relation, denoted by / is
defined by: s / t if and only if there exists a bisimulation R that relates s
and t, i.e. &s, t' " R. Although we use the same notation / for bisimilarity
in di!erent types of systems, it should be clear that for each type of systems,
/ is a di!erent relation.

2.3 Parallel composition of LTSs and MCs

Compositional operators serve the need of modular specification and verifica-
tion of systems. They arise from process calculi, such as CCS ([Mil89]), CSP
([Hoa85]) and ACP ([BK85]), where process terms (models of processes) are
built from atomic process terms with the use of compositional operators. Usually
a model of a process calculi is a suitable class of transition systems. Therefore
it is often the case that process terms are identified with their corresponding
transition systems, and the compositional operators of the process calculus can
be considered as operators for combining transition systems. In this overview we
focus on the parallel composition operator. The definition of parallel composi-
tion varies a lot throughout di!erent process calculi. In this section we consider
the non-probabilistic case (LTSs) in order to explain variants of di!erent parallel
compositions, and the parallel composition of Markov chains in order to present
the basics of probabilistic parallel composition.

Labelled transition systems A major distinction between di!erent paral-
lel composition operators is whether they are synchronous, where the compo-
nents are forced to synchronize whenever they can, or asynchronous where the
components can either synchronize or act independently. Furthermore, di!er-
ent approaches for synchronization exist. The result of the parallel composi-
tion of two automata A1 = &S1, A,#1' and A2 = &S2, A,#2' is an automaton
A12A2 = &S1 % S2, A,#' where the definition of # varies. Instead of a pair



&s, t' " S1%S2 we will write s2t for a state in the composed automaton. Through-
out this subsection we will use as running example, the parallel composition of
the following two automata.

s0'(%&
a

#$ &&

t0
a

!!!!
!!

!!
ā
##

b

"""
""

""
"

t1 t2 t3

a
##

t4
CCS style: The set of actions in this case contains compatible actions a, ā " A
and a special idle or internal action & " A. If one of the automata in state s
can perform an action a changing to a state s" and the other one in state t
can perform a’s compatible action ā moving to state t" then the composite
automaton in state s2t can perform the idle action & and move to state s"2t".
Furthermore, independent behavior of each of the automata is possible within
the composed automaton.

s2t a! s"2t" if and only if

1. s
b! s", t

b̄! t", a = & , for b
and b̄ compatible actions, or

2. s
a! s" and t" = t, or

3. t
a! t" and s" = s.

s02t0
#$ !"a'(

%%

a

''########
"

##
ā

##

b

(($
$$$$$$$

s02t1'(%&
a

#$ && s02t2'(%&
a

#$ && s02t3
#$ !"a'(

%%

a

##
s02t4%& '(

a

!"%%

The presented CCS parallel composition is asynchronous. A synchronous variant
(SCCS [Mil83]) is defined by omitting clauses 2. and 3. in the definition above.

CSP style: Communication or synchronization in a CSP style parallel compo-
sition occurs on a set of synchronizing actions. Thus actions that are intended
to synchronize are listed in a set L # A and the rest of the actions can be
performed independently.

s2Lt
a! s"2t" if and only if

1. s
a! s" and t

a! t" and a " L, or
2. s

a! s", t = t" and a /" L, or
3. t

a! t", s = s" and a /" L.

L = {a} s02t0
a

))%%%%%%%%%
ā

##

b

(($
$$$$$$$

s02t1 s02t2 s02t3

a

##
s02t4

This type of parallel composition operator is synchronous for L = A, expresses
only interleaving (shu"ing) composition if L = - and is never fully asynchronous



with both independent behavior and communication allowed. An asynchronous
CSP style parallel composition can be defined by omitting the clause “a /" L”
in clauses 2. and 3. above. In case of di!erent action sets A1 and A2, of the two
component automata, L is taken to be a subset of A1 3A2. If L = A1 3A2 then
we say that synchronization on common actions occurs.

ACP style: In ACP, parallel composition is fully asynchronous, allowing both
interleaving (independent behavior) and synchronization via a communication
function. A communication function is a commutative and associative partial
function % : A%A '! A. Instead of %(a, b) we will write ab.

s2t a! s"2t" if and only if

1. s
b! s" and t

c! t" with
bc = a defined, or

2. s
a! s", t = t", or

3. t
a! t", s = s".

aa = c; ab = a s02t0
#$ !"a'(

%%

a

**&&&&&&&&&&

c
**&&&&&&&&&&

ā

##
a

(($
$$$$$$$

b

(($
$$$$$$$

s02t1'(%&
a

#$ && s02t2'(%&
a

#$ && s02t3
#$ !"a'(

%%

a

##
c

##
s02t4%& '(

a

!"%%

Note that if A contains compatible actions and an idle action & , and if aā = &
for any compatible a, ā " A and undefined otherwise, then the ACP parallel
composition operator specializes to the CCS parallel composition operator. On
the other hand, for aa = a, (a " L # A) we get the asynchronous variant of
the CSP parallel composition operator. If clauses 2. and 3. are dropped from
the definition, we get a synchronous variant of the ACP parallel composition
operator called communication merge.

Markov chains Let M1 = &S1,#1',M2 = &S2,#2' be two Markov chains.
Their parallel product is the Markov chain M12M2 = &S1 % S2,#', where
#(s2t) = #1(s)%#2(t), % denoting the product of distributions. Hence s2t ! µ
if and only if s ! µ1, t ! µ2 and µ = µ1 % µ2.

s01
2

++
'(
'(

1
2

,,
)*
)*

s1 s2

t01
3

!! !"
!"

2
3

""#$
#$

t1 t2

s02t01
6

-- +,
+, +,

+, +,
+,

1
6

.. -.
-.
-.

1
3

///0
/0

/0
1
3

0012
1212

1212
12

s12t1 s22t1 s12t2 s22t2

Note that the parallel composition of two Markov chains is synchronous, since
each step in the composed automaton consists of independent steps performed
by each of the components. The way of defining the product of two distribu-
tions goes in favor of the interpretation that when put in parallel, each of the
automata independently chooses its transition that contributes to a transition
in the composed automaton.



3 Probabilistic models

This section defines the advanced types of probabilistic automata. The automata
types are grouped in several subsections reflecting their common properties.
Basically, every type of probabilistic automata arises from the plain definition of
a transition system with or without labels. Probabilities can then be added either
to every transition, or to transitions labelled with the same action, or there can
be a distinction between probabilistic and ordinary (non-deterministic) states,
where only the former ones include probabilistic information, or the transition
function can be equipped with structure that provides both non-determinism
and probability distributions.

Each kind of probabilistic automata comes equipped with a notion of bisimu-
lation, and all these notions, frequently only subtly di!erent, will also find their
way in this section.

3.1 Reactive, generative and I/O probabilistic automata

Two classical extensions of LTSs with probabilities are the reactive and
the generative model. Throughout the years a large amount of research
has been devoted to reactive and generative probabilistic systems. It
is hard to note who introduced these systems first, but the reactive
model was treated e.g. in [LS91,LS92,GSST90,GSS95], the generative in
e.g. [GSST90,GSS95,Har02,HV02,CSZ92,Chr90,CC91], and the classification
of these systems together with a so-called stratified model was proposed in
[GSS95,GSST90].

The way these models arise from LTSs, by changing the transition function,
can be explained with the following figure, where # denotes the transition func-
tion of a LTS, #r and #g the transition function of a reactive and a generative
system, respectively.

#r : S ! (D(S) + 1)A)* +,-. /0 # : S ! P(S)A11 )* +,

-. /0

P ! D + 1

22
P ! D + 1

33

# : S ! P(A% S) 44 #g : S ! D(A% S) + 1)* +,-. /0

Definition 10. A reactive probabilistic automaton is a triple &S,A,#' where the
transition function is given by

# : S ! (D(S) + 1)A.

If s " S and #(s)(a) = µa then we write s
a!! µa. More specifically, if

s" " spt(µa), µa(s") = p we write s
a[p]
! s".



A generative probabilistic automaton is a triple &S,A,#' with a transition
function

# : S ! D(A% S) + 1.

When s " S and #(s) = µ " D(A% S) then we write s ! µ. More particularly,

if &a, s"' " spt(µ) with µ(&a, s"') = p we write s
a[p]
! s". We use s )! to denote

that #(s) = ..

Remark 2. In Definition 10 both uses of the special singleton set 1 appear. The
first one, as in Definition 5 helps expressing partial functions. The second one,
in the definition of generative transition function, expresses the possibility of
termination. If s is a state in a generative system with #(s) = . then s is a
terminating state allowing no transition. For LTSs, termination is allowed by
the fact that - " P(A%S). Hence, when changing from subsets to distributions,
. is added to play the role of the -.
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In a reactive system probabilities are distributed over the outgoing transi-
tions labelled with the same action, while in a generative system probabilities
are distributed over all outgoing transitions from a state. A motivation for mak-
ing this distinction is the di!erent treatment of actions. In a reactive system
actions are treated as input actions being provided by the environment. When
a reactive system receives input from the environment then it acts probabilisti-
cally by choosing the next state according to a probability distribution assigned
to this input. There are no probabilistic assumptions about the behavior of the
environment. On the other hand, in a generative system, as the name suggests,
actions are treated as output generated by the system. When a generative sys-
tem is in a state s it chooses the next transition according to the probability
distribution #(s) assigned to s. The transition being chosen, the system moves
to another state while generating the output action which labels this transition.
Note that in a generative system there is no non-determinism present, while in a
reactive system there is only external non-determinism, as in DA. We denote by
React and Gen the classes of reactive and generative probabilistic automata,
respectively.

Definition 11. An equivalence relation R on S is a bisimulation on the reactive
probabilistic automaton &S,A,#' if for all &s, t' " R and for all actions a " A:

if s
a!! µ then there exists a distribution µ" with t

a!! µ" and µ (R µ".



In order to state the definition of bisimulation for generative systems, the
lifting from Definition 2 is used.

Definition 12. An equivalence relation R on S is a bisimulation on the gener-
ative probabilistic automaton &S,A,#' if for all &s, t' " R:

if s!µ then there exists a distribution µ" with t ! µ" and µ (R,A µ".

Example 3. The equivalence relation R generated by the pairs &C,D', &H, 1',
&H, 3', &H, 5', &T, 2', &T, 4', &T, 6' is a bisimulation for the probabilistic automa-
ton given below. Hence, C / D. Note that this particular automaton belongs to
both React and Gen.
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An intuitive interpretation of this example is obtained by adding meaning “flip”
to the action a in the left sub-automaton and a meaning “roll” to the action a
in the right sub-automaton. Then the state C represents flipping of a fair coin,
and the state D represents rolling a fair dice. The bisimilarity of the states C
and D shows that it is the same whether one flips a fair coin or rolls a fair dice
being interested only in whether the outcome is odd or even.

I/O probabilistic automata The model of input/output probabilistic au-
tomata, introduced by Wu, Smolka and Stark in [WSS97], exploiting the in-
put/output automata by Lynch and Tuttle, (cf. [LT87]), presents a combination
of the reactive and the generative model.

Definition 13. An input/output probabilistic automaton is a triple &S,A,#'
where

1. the set of actions A is divided into input and output actions, A = Ain+Aout;
2. # : S ! D(S)Ain % (D(Aout % S) + 1)% R#0 is the transition function.

The third component in the transition function assigns an output delay rate to
each state. If s " S, then #(s) = &f in, µout, (s'. We have that (s = 0 i! µout = .
i.e. delay is assigned only to states that generate output.

Denote the class of I/O automata by IO. We use a similar notation for
transitions as in the reactive and the generative model. If s " S with #(s) =
&f in, µout, (s' then

– if a " Ain with f in(a) = µa we write s
a!! µa, furthermore, if s" " spt(µa)

with µa(s") = p we write s
a[p]
! s".

– if µout )= . we write s ! µout and if µout(a, s") = p > 0 we write s
a[p]
! s".
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transitions from a state in an I/O probabilistic automaton

Ain = {a, b}, Aout = {c, d}

In an I/O automaton for every input action there is a reactive transition.
Note that f in is always a function and not a partial function as in the reactive
model. Hence each input action is enabled in each state of an I/O probabilistic
automaton. The output actions are treated generatively. At most one generative
probabilistic transition gives the output behavior of each state. The delay rate
parameter (s is an aspect from continuous-time systems, and its meaning will
become clear in section 4 when we discuss compositions of I/O automata.

The I/O automata will not be compared and placed in the hierarchy of
section 5 since they involve a continuous element. It is obvious that, when ig-
noring the 0 delays, for Aout = - one gets the reactive model (with all actions
enabled) and for Ain = - one gets the generative model with a delay rate as-
signed to each state. A connection exists between I/O automata and some models
with structured transition relation (section 3.3). Combined systems similar to
I/O automata appear as models of process terms in the process algebra EMPA
[Ber99,BG98].

Since we do not compare I/O automata in Section 4, we do not need a notion
of bisimulation for them, although it can be defined by combining the transfer
conditions for reactive and generative bisimulation, and taking care of the delay
rate. In [WSS97] no notion of bisimulation is introduced, instead a di!erent
notion of behavior of I/O automata is considered. A definition of bisumulation
for I/O automata can be found in [SCS03].

3.2 Automata with distinction between states

So far we have seen some types of automata that allow modelling of proba-
bilistic behavior, but none of those has the capability of also modelling full
non-determinism. The types of systems introduced in a minute allow full non-
determinism while making a distinction between probabilistic states with out-
going probabilistic transitions, and non-deterministic states with action labelled
transitions.

Stratified probabilistic automata The simplest system with a distinction
on states appears under the name of stratified probabilistic automaton, and is
discussed in [GSS95,GSST90,SS90,HV98]. Stratified automata do not yet allow
any form of non-determinism although there is a distinction on states.

Definition 14. A stratified probabilistic automaton is a triple &S,A,#' where
the transition function # is given by

# : S ! D(S) + (A% S) + 1



The class of all stratified automata we denote by Str. Due to the disjoint
union in the codomain of the transition function, there are three types of states
in a stratified automaton: probabilistic states consisting of s " S such that
#(s) " D(S), deterministic states s " S for which #(s) = &a, s"' allowing a single
action labelled transition and terminating states s " S with #(s) = ..

Definition 15. An equivalence relation R on S is a bisimulation on the strati-
fied probabilistic automaton &S,A,#' if for all &s, t' " R:

1. if s!µ then there exists a distribution µ" with t ! µ" and µ (R µ";
2. if s

a! s" then there exists t" such that t
a! t" and &s", t"' " R.

Vardi probabilistic automata One of the earliest models of probabilistic
automata was introduced by Vardi in [Var85] under the name concurrent Markov
chains. The original definition of a concurrent Markov chain was given in terms of
state labelled transition systems, for purposes of verification of logical properties.
Therefore we slightly modify the definition, calling this class of automata Vardi
probabilistic automata.

Definition 16. A Vardi probabilistic automaton is a triple &S,A,#' where the
transition function # is given by

# : S ! D(A% S) 4 P(A% S)
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Vardi probabilistic automaton

Remark 3. Note that 4 is used in Definition 16 rather than +. One could consider
the union disjoint, but it is of more use to identify µ1

$a,s!% with the singleton

{&a, s"'}, i.e. a state with a transition s
a[1]
! s" can be identified with a state

allowing only one transition s
a! s".

In Vardi automata, the probabilistic states are of a generative kind, while
the other states are non-deterministic with full non-determinism, as in an LTS.
Therefore, the definition of bisimulation is a combination of Definition 8 and
Definition 12.

Definition 17. An equivalence relation R on S is a bisimulation on the Vardi
probabilistic automaton &S,A,#' if for all &s, t' " R:

1. if s!µ then there exists a distribution µ" with t ! µ" and µ (R,A µ";
2. if s

a! s" then there exists t" such that t
a! t" and &s", t"' " R.



Remark 4. We note that in the literature, in particular in [Var85], there is no
definition of bisimulation. However, the current understanding of probabilistic
bisimulation, and the concept of a general coalgebraic definition of bisimulation
allows us to state the previous definition.

We denote the class of Vardi probabilistic automata by Var.

The alternating models of Hansson Another model that treats separately
(purely) probabilistic and non-deterministic states is the alternating model in-
troduced by Hansson, see for example [Han91,HJ94]. We present the class of
alternating probabilistic automata Alt, its subclass of strictly alternating prob-
abilistic automata SA and, in turn, two subclasses of SA, denoted by SAn and
SAp.

Definition 18. An alternating probabilistic automaton is a triple &S,A,#'
where

# : S ! D(S) + P(A% S).

The class of alternating automata is denoted by Alt. Denote by N and P the
subsets of S containing non-deterministic and probabilistic states, respectively.

A strictly alternating automaton is an alternating automaton where for all s " S
the following holds:

1. if s " P with #(s) = µ " D(S) then spt(µ) # N ;
2. if s " N then for all &a, s"' " #(s), s" " P .

The class of all strictly alternating automata is denoted by SA.

An automaton of SA belongs to SAn if and only if

,s " S : (,s" " S,,a " A,,p " [0, 1] : s"
p

)! s 6 s"
a
)! s) + s " N. (1)

An automaton of SA belongs to SAp if and only if

,s " S : (,s" " S,,a " A,,p " [0, 1] : s"
p

)! s 6 s"
a
)! s) + s " P. (2)

The well known of these classes are the class SA [Han91,HJ94] and the
class SAn [And99,And02], but we have chosen for presenting all these classes
structurally. The class Alt is a slight generalization of the class SA and is very
much similar to the stratified and Vardi models. Therefore it deserves its place
in this overview. In an alternating automaton only a distinction on states is
imposed. In the strictly alternating model it is required that all successors of
a non-deterministic state are probabilistic states and vice versa. Furthermore,
the two subclasses SAn and SAp take care that any “initial state” is non-
deterministic (1) and probabilistic (2), respectively. We define the subclasses
SAn and SAp in order to make a precise comparison of the class SA with some
of the other models (section 5).
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alternating probabilistic automaton strictly alternating automaton (SAn)

One definition of bisimulation fits all the introduced classes of alternating
automata, where the transfer conditions are exactly the same as for the stratified
model, given in Definition 15.

3.3 Probabilistic automata with structured transition function

In this subsection we focus on three types of probabilistic automata that pro-
vide orthogonal coexistence of full non-determinism and probabilities without
distinguishing between states.

Segala and simple Segala probabilistic automata Two types of prob-
abilistic automata were introduced by Segala and Lynch in [SL94,Seg95].
We call them Segala probabilistic automata and simple Segala proba-
bilistic automata. An extensive overview of the simple Segala model is
given in [Sto02a,Sto02b] and they have been used for verification pur-
poses and developing theoretical results in several situations as reported in
[SV99,SV03,BS00,Bai96,BEMC99,BK00,BK97,JY02,KN98].

Definition 19. A Segala probabilistic automaton is a triple &S,A,#' where

# : S ! P(D(A% S))

If s " S such that µ " #(s) we write s !! µ, and if &a, s"' " spt(µ) with

µ(a, s") = p then we write s!a[p]
! s".

A simple Segala probabilistic automaton 1 is a triple &S,A,#' for a transition
function

# : S ! P(A%D(S))

If s " S with &a, µ' " #(s) then we write s
a!! µ, and if s" " spt(µ) we write

s
a! p

! s".

The simple Segala type of systems arise from NA by changing the target
state with a distribution over possible target states. A transition in a simple
Segala automaton and in a Segala automaton is shown in the next figure.

1 Segala and Lynch call these models probabilistic automaton (PA) and simple prob-
abilistic automaton, while Stoelinga calls them general PA and PA, respectively.
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simple Segala transition Segala transition

There can be more then one transition available in a state and that is
where non-determinism occurs. Hence, the non-deterministic choices exist be-
tween transitions, while the probabilities are specified within a transition. In
the original definition by Segala and Lynch distributions over an extended set
A%S +1 (or over S +1 in the simple case) were treated i.e. substochastic distri-
butions, where the probability assigned to the special symbol . was interpreted
as the deadlock probability. We choose not to include this in the definition for
two reasons: it disturbs the comparison (Section 4) since the other models do not
include substochastic distributions, and it can be imitated by adding an extra
deadlock state to a system.

We denote the class of Segala probabilistic automata by Seg and the class
of simple Segala automata by SSeg.

The simple Segala automaton is a generalization towards full non-
determinism of the reactive model and of the purely probabilistic automata of
Rabin [Rab63]. A deterministic version of the simple Segala automaton equiva-
lent to the reactive model is known as Markov decision process ([Der70]), while
the name probabilistic transition system is used for this model in [JLY01] and
for a state labelled version in [DJJL01,DJJL02]. A comparison of SAn and the
simple Segala model can be found in [BS01].

Bisimulation for the simple Segala systems is defined with the same transfer
conditions as for reactive systems given in Definition 11, while for the Segala
systems the transfer conditions for bisimulation of Definition 12 for generative
systems apply, when changing ! to !!.

A great novelty introduced with both types of Segala systems was the defi-
nition of a stronger probabilistic bisimulation relation that identifies states that
have matching “combined transitions”. For more information on this topic the
interested reader is referred to [SL94,Seg95,Sto02a,Sto02b,BS00].

Bundle probabilistic automata Another way to include both non-
determinism and probability is to consider distributions over sets of transitions
as in the bundle model, introduced in [DHK98]. (Recall that Segala systems have
sets of distributions over transitions.)

Definition 20. A bundle probabilistic automaton is a triple &S,A,#' where

# : S ! D(P(A% S)) + 1

When s " S and #(s) = µ we write s ! µ, furthermore, if T # A% S, µ(T ) =
p > 0 we write s

p
! T and if &a, t' " T then s

p
!

a! t.



The bundle model can be considered as generative, since probabilities are
also distributed over actions. Therefore the bundle model o!ers a solution to
the absence of non-determinism in the generative setting. Note that the original
definition is even slightly more general, namely the codomain of the transition
function is D(M(A % S)) where M(X) denotes all the (finite) multi-subsets
of a set X. Hence it is possible to have multiple transitions from one state to
another with the same action within one bundle. Since it is not essential for
the material presented here, we will not add multi-sets in the bundle model.
The class of bundle probabilistic automata is denoted by Bun. A typical bundle
probabilistic automaton is depicted below:
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bundle probabilistic automaton

In the literature, in particular in [DHK98], there is no definition of bisimu-
lation on bundle probabilistic automata, instead they are transformed to gener-
ative systems and then compared with generative bisimulation. We give here a
definition of bisimulation for the bundle probabilistic automata that is deduced
from the general coalgebraic definition of bisimulation (cf. [JR96,Rut00,Mos99]).
A justification for doing so is that all previously stated definitions of bisimulation
which were based on the probabilistic bisimulation of Larsen and Skou [LS91]
coincide with the general coalgebraic definition of bisimulation for the particu-
lar type of systems. In the non-probabilistic case this coincidence is well known
(see e.g. [Rut00]). For Markov chains it was proven in [VR99], for the Segala
probabilistic automata in [BSV03] and the same proof technique extends to all
other cases.

Prior to stating the definition we need a way to lift a relation on a set S to
a relation on the set P(A% S).

Definition 21. Let R be a relation on S and let X, Y " P(A % S). Define
X (R,P Y if and only if for all a " A:

1. if &a, x' " X then there exists &a, y' " Y with &x, y' " R;
2. if &a, y' " Y then there exists &a, x' " X with &x, y' " R.

It holds that, if R is an equivalence on S, then (R,P is an equivalence on
P(A% S).

Definition 22. An equivalence relation R is a bisimulation on the state set of
a bundle probabilistic automaton &S,A,#' if for all &s, t' " R it holds

if s ! µ then there exists µ" such that t ! µ" and µ (&R,P µ"

where (&R,P denotes the lifting of the relation (R,P to distributions on P(A%S)
as defined by Definition 1.



3.4 Complex models - Pnueli-Zuck and general probabilistic
automata

An early model including probabilities and a structured transition relation was
proposed by Pnueli and Zuck [PZ86,PZ93] under the name finite-state probabilis-
tic programs and later used in [BA95]. We call this type of automata Pnueli-Zuck
probabilistic automata, and denote the class of all such by PZ2. The model of
Pnueli and Zuck has the most complex transition function, it adds one more
power set to the bundle model and so allows two types of non-determinism,
both between the probabilistic transitions and inside the transitions. However,
in order to get a top element for our hierarchy (section 5) we expand the model
a bit further and define one most general type of probabilistic automata. The
class of such will be denoted by MG.

Definition 23. A Pnueli-Zuck automaton is a triple &S,A,#' where

# : S ! P(D(P(A% S)))

When s " S and µ " #(s) we write s !! µ, further on, if T # A% S, µ(T ) =
p > 0 we write s! p

! T and if &a, t' " T then s! p
!

a! t. A general probabilistic
automaton is a triple &S,A,#' where

# : S ! P(D(P(A% S + S)))

The notation for Pnueli-Zuck automata is also used for general automata. Fur-
thermore, if s " S, µ " #(s), T # A% S + S with µ(T ) = p > 0 and t " T , then
we write s ! p

!! t.
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Pnueli-Zuck system most general system

The unlabelled transitions which appear in the right figure (most general
system) correspond to pure probabilistic transitions in Markov chains or alter-
nating systems, where a change of state can happen with certain probability
without performing an action.

As for bundle systems, there is no notion of bisimulation for Pnueli-Zuck
systems in the literature. A bisimulation definition can be formulated out of the
general coalgebraic definition, and it leads the same transfer conditions as in
Definition 22 when changing ! to !!. A small modification is needed for the
general probabilistic automata.
2 Like Vardi’s model, these automata appear in the literature in a state labelled version

for model checking purposes. Therefore we change the definition towards transition
labels.



4 Composing probabilistic systems in parallel

Having introduced the probabilistic models, we consider possible definitions of
the parallel composition operator for these extended systems. Lots of results on
this topic exist in the literature. For a broad overview the reader is referred
to [DHK98,Bai98]. An overview of probabilistic process algebras covering other
probabilistic operators as well is presented in [LN03].

For the classes MC and IO there is a unique parallel composition defined.
In MC this operation is purely synchronous given by the product of distribu-
tions (cf. Section 2.3), whereas in IO the definition of the parallel composition
operation strongly relies on the specific structure of the systems (cf. Section 4.3
below). For all other classes it is meaningful to consider various definitions of
parallel composition. Such operations might be synchronous or asynchronous in
nature and moreover might be based upon the styles CCS, CSP and ACP de-
scribed in Section 2. The style CSP plays a special role in this respect since it
is by its definition partly synchronous and partly asynchronous and hence gives
rise to a somehow mixed variant of parallel composition.

The classes of (probabilistic) systems can be divided into three groups depen-
dent on whether they show reactive, generative or alternating behavior. Classes
belonging to the same of these groups allow in essence similar definition and
investigation of parallel composition.

Instead of going through all, obviously quite numerous, variants of parallel
composition for each single class of systems, we shall in the subsequent sections
4.1, 4.2 and 4.4. discuss a couple of instructive cases in some detail. However,
let us give a complete scheme of possible (and/or already studied) definitions of
parallel composition operator by means of a comprehensive table. In the table
below each column is dedicated to one class of probabilistic automata, and each
row to one of the introduced styles of parallel composition. In the intersecting
cells a symbol representing the definability status of the corresponding parallel
composition operator in the corresponding class is placed. Neighboring cells con-
taining the same symbol within one column are merged. We use the following
symbols:

+++ : defined in the literature or straightforward
+: definable but not carried out
7: not definable
p: defined in the literature with parameters
p: parameterized version definable, but not carried out
n: normalized version definable, but not carried out
+/n: “+” for total communication function, “n” otherwise

Table 1 presents the overall situation concerning definability of parallel com-
position on probabilistic automata. A brief analysis of these summary results
shows that allowing full non-determinism enables definition of any type of par-
allel composition.
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Table 1. Definability of "

4.1 Parallel composition in the reactive setting

Systems with reactive behavior are systems in the classes React and SSeg,
as well as NA and DA in the non-probabilistic case. Any parallel compo-
sition operator on LTS (Section 2.3.) nicely extends to the class SSeg. Let
A1 = &S1, A,#1',A2 = &S2, A,#2' be in SSeg. Then A12A2 = &S1 % S2, A,#'
where # is defined as follows:

[CCS style]: s2t a!! µ if and only if

1. a = & , s
b!! µ1, t

b̄!! µ2 and µ = µ1 % µ2, or
2. s

a!! µ1 and µ = µ1 % µ1
t , or

3. t
a!! µ2 and µ = µ1

s % µ2.

[CSP style]: s2Lt
a!! µ if and only if

1. a " L, s
a!! µ1, t

a!! µ2 and µ = µ1 % µ2, or
2. a /" L, s

a!! µ1 and µ = µ1 % µ1
t , or

3. a /" L, t
a!! µ2 and µ = µ1

s % µ2.

[ACP style]: s2t a!! µ if and only if

1. a = bc defined, s
b!! µ1, t

c!! µ2 and µ = µ1 % µ2, or
2. s

a!! µ1 and µ = µ1 % µ1
t , or

3. t
a!! µ2 and µ = µ1

s % µ2.

The definition of any of these operators is problematic for the class React.
For A1,A2 " React it might happen that A12A2 /" React in any variant of
parallel composition. Even in the synchronous CCS style, multiple transitions
labelled with & may appear. In the CSP style, 2. and 3. may introduce internal
non-determinism. However, if L contains all the common actions of A1 and
A2, then this problem disappears. In case of ACP all of 1., 2. and 3. introduce



internal non-determinism, hence React is not closed under this operator for
any arbitrary communication function %3. For example, if ab = ac = a then the
ACP parallel product of the following two automata

s0

a[1]
##
34
34

s1

t0
b[1]

:: AB
AB
AB
AB

a[1]
##
34
34 c[1]

;;CD
CD

CD
CD

t1 t2 t3

is not defined in React, since the definition yields: s02t0
a! !µ1

x for x "
{s12t0, s02t2, s12t1, s12t3} i.e. more than one transition corresponds to the ac-
tion a, which is prohibited in React.

An asynchronous parallel composition in CCS style on simple Segala sys-
tems was defined in [BK00], a synchronous parallel composition in CCS style
on reactive systems was defined in [GSST90,GSS95,JLY01], the last reference
working with simple Segala systems. A synchronous CSP style parallel composi-
tion is defined for reactive systems in [JY02,Nor97], while an asynchronous CSP
style parallel composition with synchronization on common actions is used in
[SL94,Seg95,Sto02a] for simple Segala systems.

4.2 Parallel composition in the generative setting

Systems with generative behavior belong to the classes Gen, Var, Seg, Bun,
PZ and MG. The Vardi systems express also alternating behavior and they
will be discussed with the alternating systems. A common property of the gen-
erative systems is that always probability distributions over actions and states
appear. This leads to di#culties in defining parallel composition operators (see
[Han91,CSZ92,Seg95,DHK98]), especially in the asynchronous case. Namely, a
generative type system defines in each state a probability distribution over a set
of enabled actions, o!ered by the environment. When two such systems are com-
posed in parallel it is not clear how the common set of enabled actions should
be defined, nor how the two probability distributions should be composed into
one (cf. [JLY01]). In this section we explain several approaches for solving this
problem.

Let A1 = &S1, A,#1',A2 = &S2, A,#2' be two generative systems. Their
parallel composition in all cases will be denoted by A12A2 = &S1 % S2, A,#',
possibly with parameters.

Synchronous CCS, CSP, ACP style parallel composition can be defined on
generative systems, as done in [GSST90,GSS95,DHK98] by:

s
a[p]
! s", t

b[q]
! t" *+ s2t ab[pq]

! s"2t"

3 The same problems arise in the class DA opposed to NA, namely parallel compo-
sition introduces internal non-determinism, and therefore DA is not closed under
".



where the set of actions is assumed to form a commutative semigroup (PCCS,
[GJS90]) and ab stands for the product of a and b in A(·).

The following figure presents an example of synchronous parallel composition
of two generative systems.
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t0
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%% %&
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ac[ 13 ] @@KL
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KL
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&&&% s22t2

s22t1 s12t2
A1 A2 A12A2

In order to capture possible asynchronous behavior, several parallel compo-
sition operators were defined in the literature that use bias factors. In most
of the cases the composition is not symmetric. Namely, the main problem in
defining asynchronous parallel composition is that any definition introduces
non-determinism. In the proposed solutions, these non-deterministic choices are
changed to probabilistic ones, by specifying parameters of the parallel composi-
tion.

An ACP style parallel composition operator for generative systems was
defined in [BBS95]. The definition follows the non-probabilistic definition of
the ACP parallel operator, while changing the non-deterministic choices intro-
duced by interleaving and/or communication into corresponding probabilistic
choices. The operator is parameterized with two parameters ) and *, denoted
by A12#,$A2. In the product state s2#,$t, synchronization between s and t can
occur with probability 17* and an autonomous action of either s or t with prob-
ability *. Furthermore, given that an autonomous move occurs, then it comes
from s with probability ) and from t with probability 17 ). For definability of
A12#,$A2 it is necessary that the communication function is a total function.

We define s2#,$t
a[P ]
! s"2#,$t" if and only if

1. s
b[p]
! s" and t

c[q]
! t", bc = a and P = (17 *)pq, or

2. s
a[p]
! s", t = t", and P = p*), or

3. t
a[q]
! t", s = s" and P = q*(17 )), or

4. s
a[p]
! s", t )!, t = t" and P = p, or

5. s)!, t
a[q]
! t", s = s" and P = q.

Note that by this definition we might get two transitions s2#,$t
a[p1]
! s"2#,$t"

and s2#,$t
a[p2]
! s"2#,$t", which then are replaced by one transition s2#,$t

a[p1+p2]
!

s"2#,$t".
For A1 and A2 as in the previous figure, we get A12#,$A2 which looks like:
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43
43
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34

##
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s22#,$t1 s22#,$t2
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Another two biased, parameterized, parallel composition operators are
defined in [DHK98], one asynchronous CCS style operator, denoted by A$

12#A2

and one CSP-style operator, denoted by A12#LA2. Denote by s
a[p]
! the clause

(0s")s a[p]
! s". We present the definition of A12#LA2 first:

s2#Lt
a[P ]
! s"2#Lt" if and only if one of the following is satisfied:

1. s
a[p]
! s", t

b[q]
! , a, b /" L, t" = t and P = pq#

%(s,t,L) ;

2. s
b[p]
! , t

a[q]
! t", a, b /" L, s" = s and P = pq(1'#)

%(s,t,L) ;

3. s
a[p]
! s", t

b[q]
! , a /" L, b " L, t" = t and P = pq

%(s,t,L) ;

4. s
b[p]
! , t

a[q]
! t", a /" L, b " L, s" = s and P = pq

%(s,t,L) ;

5. s
a[p]
! s", t )!, a /" L, t" = t and P = p

%!(s,L) ;

6. s )!, t
a[q]
! t", a /" L, s" = s and P = q

%!(t,L) ;

7. s
a[p]
! s", t

a[q]
! t", a " L and P = pq

%(s,t,L) .

Where the normalization factors are calculated by

""(s, L) = 17
!

s
a[p]
! , a!L

p, "(s, t, L) = 17
!

s
a[p]
! , t

b[q]
! , a,b!L, a(=b

pq.

For this CSP style operator only one parameter is needed since the only non-
determinism occurs if both systems autonomously decide to perform actions not
in the synchronizing set L. In s2#Lt, the parameter ) denotes the probability
that s performs an autonomous action, given that both s and t have decided not
to synchronize. Furthermore, normalization factors are used to determine the
actual probability of every transition. These normalization factors redistribute
the probability mass that is due to autonomous decisions of both processes that
would otherwise lead to deadlock.

For the asynchronous CCS parallel composition A$
12#A2 the interpretation of

the probabilistic parameters *,) " (0, 1) is similar to the ACP approach. They



provide the relevant information that an adversary needs in order to resolve non-
determinism that arises when composing two systems. In s$2#t, ) denotes the
probability that s performs an autonomous action given that both s and t do
not want to synchronize, and * denotes the probability that some autonomous
action occurs, given that synchronization is possible. Hence, if synchronization
is possible, it will take place with probability 17 *.

The earliest biased parallel composition operator for generative systems was
defined in [CSZ92] and treated in detail in [LN03]. There the parallel composition
A12&A2 = &S1%S2, A,#' uses one bias parameter +. A state s2&t in the composed
automaton can either do an action a with a certain probability if both s and t in
their components can do an action a (CSP style), or can do a & action if either s
or t can do a & action. However, whether a & action from s or from t is chosen is
biased with the bias factor +. The probability of the synchronous execution of a
is calculated via a normalization function " : S1 % S2 ! [0, 1]. Basically, "(s, t)
sums up the probabilities of the possible outgoing transitions of the new state
which would be obtained if asynchronous behavior introduced non-determinism.
Then "(s, t) is used to calculate the actual (conditional) probabilities of the
distribution assigned to s2&t.

Finally, a completely di!erent solution of the problem of defining a paral-
lel composition operator in the generative setting is provided in [DHK98], the
introduction of the class of bundle systems Bun. The bundle systems possess
non-determinism, which allows for an elegant definition of any asynchronous
parallel composition operator, as follows.

Let A1 = &S1, A,#1 ',A2 = &S2, A,#2 ' " Bun. Then A12A2 = &S1 %
S2, A,# ' where, for s " S1, t " S2,

s2t ! µ = P (µ1, µ2) *+ s ! µ1, t ! µ2

and P (µ1, µ2) denotes a specific product of distributions, defined as follows: For
µ1 " D(P(A% S1)), µ2 " D(P(A% S2)), µ = P (µ1, µ2) " D(P(A% (S1 % S2)))
where for all Bs " spt(µ1), Bt " spt(µ2), µ(Bs 8Bt) = µ1(Bs) · µ2(Bt) and

Bs 8Bt =
{& a, & s", t ' ' | & a, s" ' " Bs} 4
{& b, & s, t" ' ' | & b, t" ' " Bt} 4
{& ab, & s", t" ' ' | & a, s" ' " Bs, & b, t" ' " Bt}

Furthermore, P (µ, .) = P (., µ) = µ and P (., .) = ..
Note that the defined parallel composition for bundle systems is ACP style.

By a slight modification of the definition of 8, all the other variants can be
obtained. In a similar manner asynchronous parallel composition can be defined
on the classes PZ and MG. In the literature there is no definition of a parallel
composition operator for the class Seg.

4.3 Parallel composition in the I/O setting

A rather clean solution to the problems in the generative setting is given for
the class of I/O automata in [WSS97]. The view taken there is that the actions



are divided into input and output, and while there can be synchronization on
input actions, as in the reactive setting, the sets of output actions in each of the
components must be disjoint.

Let A1 = &S1, A1,#1',A2 = &S2, A2,#2' be two I/O automata. The automata
A1 and A2 are compatible if and only if Aout

1 3 Aout
2 = -. Parallel composition

is only defined on compatible automata. Let A = A1 4A2. We use the following
convention: if s is a state in A1 (A2) and a " A \ Aout

1 (A \ Aout
2 ), such that

there is no transition from s involving a, then we consider that s
a[1]
! s. This

convention will enforce the “input always enabled” requirement for the composite
automaton.

The parallel composition of A1 and A2 is the I/O automaton A12A2 =
&S1 % S2, A,#' where:

1. Aout = Aout
1 4Aout

2 ,
2. Ain = A \ Aout = (Ain

1 4Ain
2 ) \ Aout,

3. the transition function # is defined by the following:
s2t a[P ]

! s"2t" if and only if one of the following holds
a. a " Ain, s

a[p]
! s", t

a[q]
! t" and P = pq;

b. a " Aout
1 , s

a[p]
! s", t

a[q]
! t" and P = '1(s)

'1(s)+'2(t)
pq

c. a " Aout
2 , s

a[p]
! s", t

a[q]
! t" and P = '2(t)

'1(s)+'2(t)
pq

Hence, #(s2t) = &f in, µout, (' where ((s2t) = (1(s) + (2(t), f in(a) = µa

is determined by a., for a " Ain, and µout is determined by b. and c., for
a " Aout.

Example 4. Let A1 = &S1, A1,#1',A2 = &S2, A2,#2' be two I/O automata, with
s " S1, t " S2 and their corresponding transitions as in the following diagram.

s
a[ 12 ]
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56
56
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56
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>>
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34

##
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EEOP
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t1 t2

Take Ain
1 9 {a, b}, Aout

1 9 {c, d}, Ain
2 9 -, Aout

2 9 {b}. Assume the automata
are compatible i.e. Aout

1 3 Aout
2 = - (clearly the states s and t are compatible).

Then Aout 9 {b, c, d} and Ain 9 {a}. Due to the convention we consider that

t
a[1]
! t, t

c[1]
! t and t

d[1]
! t. The transitions from s2t are then given with the

following diagram.

s2t
a[ 12 ]

FF QR QR
QR QR

QR QR
QR QR

QR QR
QR QR

QR QR
QR QR

a[ 12 ]
ST ST

ST ST

22 ST
ST ST b[P !

b]++ '(
'(
'(
'(
'(

b[P !!
b ]

,,)*
)*

)*
)*

)*

c[Pc]
UVUV

UVUV

GGUV
UVUV

d[Pd]

HHWXWX
WXWX

WXWX
WXWX

WXWX
WXWX

WXWX
WXWX

s12t s22t s32t1 s32t2 s42t s52t

For P "
b = P ""

b = '2(t)
'1(s)+'2(t)

· 1
2 , Pc = '1(s)

'1(s)+'2(t)
· 1

3 and Pd = '1(s)
'1(s)+'2(t)

· 2
3 . Note

that indeed P "
b + P ""

b + Pc + Pd = 1.



The proof that A12A2 is well defined in the class IO can be found in [WSS97].
Let us now informally explain the definition of parallel composition, and the role
of the functions (1, (2 and (. If s is a state of A1, then (1(s) is a positive real
number corresponding to the delay rate in state s. It is a rate of an exponential
distribution, determining the time that the automaton waits in state s until
it generates one of its output actions. If no output actions are enabled in this
state then (1(s) = 0. When determining the distribution on output actions for
s2t, denoted by µout

s)t , the components’ distributions µout
s and µout

t are joined
in one such that any probability of µout

s is multiplied with normalization factor
'1(s)

'1(s)+'2(t)
and any probability of µout

t is multiplied with '2(t)
'1(s)+'2(t)

. Note that by
the compatibility assumption, no action appears both in the support of µout

s and
in the support of µout

t . The normalization factor models a racing policy between
the states s and t for generating their own output actions. The value '1(s)

'1(s)+'2(t)

is the probability that the state s has less waiting time left then the state t and
therefore wins the race and generates one of its own output actions. On the other
hand, synchronization occurs on all input actions, no autonomous behavior is
allowed by the components on input actions, corresponding to the assumption
that the input is provided by the environment and must be enabled in any state.

4.4 Parallel composition in the alternating setting

In this section we focus on the classes Str, Alt, SA ( SAn, SAp) and Var that
exhibit alternating behavior i.e. make a distinction between probabilistic and
non-deterministic states. In [GSST90,GSS95] and in [Han91] a rather elegant
parallel composition for the classes Str and SA, respectively, is defined.

We present the definition for the class Alt and discuss that the same
definition can be restricted to the classes Str, Alt, SA ( SAn, SAp). Let
A1 = &S1, A,#1' and A2 = &S2, A,#2' be two alternating automata, with
S1 = N1 + P1 and S2 = N2 + P2. Their parallel composition is the alternat-
ing automaton A12A2 = &S,A,#' where S = S1%S2 = N +P for N = N1%N2

and P = P1 % P2 + N1 % P2 + P1 %N2 and the transition function is defined as
follows. Let p1 " P1, p2 " P2, n1 " N1, n2 " N2 and s1 " S1, s2 " S2. For the
probabilistic states in the composed automaton, we have:

p12p1 ! µ *+ p1 ! µ1, p2 ! µ2, µ = µ1 % µ2

p12n2 ! µ *+ p1 ! µ1, µ = µ1 % µ1
n2

n12p2 ! µ *+ p2 ! µ2, µ = µ1
n1
% µ2.

For the non-deterministic states in the composed automaton di!erent variants
(CCS, CSP or ACP style) can be chosen. We choose for the ACP style:
n12n2

a! s12s2 if and only if

1. s
b! s", t

c! t" and bc = a defined, or
2. s

a! s", t = t", or
3. t

a! t", s = s".



Hence, when composing a probabilistic state with any other state the result
is a probabilistic state. If the other state is non-deterministic, then the com-
posed state basically behaves as the probabilistic state and leaves the second
component of the state unchanged, as in the following example.
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On the other hand, the composition of non-deterministic states is exactly
the same as in the non-probabilistic case and therefore any possible parallel
composition operator is definable here as in the case for LTSs.

By inspecting the definitions of the classes SA, SAn and SAp it is easy to
see that the following statement is valid.

Proposition 3. If A1,A2 " SA (or SAn, or SAp), then A12A2 " SA (or
SAn, or SAp), respectively. !

The definition of parallel composition for stratified systems is given in
[GSST90,GSS95] with synchronous behavior when composing two (non-) deter-
ministic states. This is necessary in order to stay in the class Str when composing
two such automata, since in the stratified model there is only a single action tran-
sition possible from a (non-) deterministic state. A parallel composition operator
with no synchronization but only interleaving, for the stratified class of systems,
is defined in [HV98]. In the original definition for strictly alternating systems of
[Han91], non-deterministic states are composed in the CCS fashion.

Complications arise in the case of Var models, due to their generative prob-
abilistic behavior. The behavior of the composite states n12n2, n12p2 and p12n2

can be defined in the same way as above. However, there is no convenient way to
define p12p2, since this coincides with defining generative parallel composition.
Any of the approaches described in section 4.2 can be used.

5 Comparing classes

This section is based on the results of [BSV03]. There a hierarchy of probabilistic
system types is presented in a coalgebraic setting. The coalgebraic theory proved
useful in providing a uniform framework and shortening the proofs. However, the
results can be restated and explained with the machinery introduced so far.

An expressiveness criterion

Let C1 and C2 be two classes of probabilistic automata. We say that the class C1

is included or embedded in the class C2, i.e. the class C2 is at least as expressive
as the class C1 (notation C1 ! C2) if and only if there exists a translation
function T that maps each automaton of the first class to an automaton of
the second class such that bisimilarity is both reflected and preserved. More
explicitly, the translation function T : C1 ! C2 should satisfy:



1. for A = &S,A,#' in C1, T (A) = &S,A,#"' with the same set of states S,
2. the translation function T is injective, and
2. if s, t " S, then s /A t : s /T (A) t, i.e. two states are bisimilar in the

translated automaton (according to bisimilarity in the class C2) if and only
if they were bisimilar in the original automaton (according to bisimilarity
for the class C1).

The relation ! between the classes of (probabilistic) automata is a preorder.
Basically our expressiveness criterion states that the class C1 is really embed-

ded in the class C2, i.e. the translations are nothing else but “suitable copies” of
the automata of the first class existing in the second class. Note that only preser-
vation of bisimulation is not enough. For example, we could define a translation
from reactive systems to LTSs that preserves bisimulation, by forgetting the
probabilities, as in the following example.
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But we do not consider the class of LTSs more expressive than the class of
reactive probabilistic automata, and the translation is by no means injective.

Another hierarchy result is the hierarchy of reactive, generative, stratified
and non-deterministic automata of [GSST90] and [GSS95]. The expressiveness
criterion used by van Glabbeek et al. is di!erent. They consider a class C2 more
expressive than a class C1 if there is an abstraction mapping that maps each
automaton of the class C2 to an automaton of the class C1, such that the state
set remains the same and bisimulation is preserved. The abstraction mappings
are not injective by nature. An example of such an abstraction mapping is the
translation that forgets the probabilities in the previous figure. Therefore, in
their setting the class React is more expressive than the class NA.

The hierarchy

Theorem 1. [BSV03] The class embeddings presented in Figure 1 hold among
the probabilistic system types. !

The proof of Theorem 1 (except for the strictly alternating classes) is given
in [BSV03] using a technical result in terms of injective natural transformations.
Due to the correspondence of concrete bisimulation with coalgebraic bisimula-
tion for all the treated systems, the theorem remains valid without mentioning
the coalgebraic theory behind it. Instead of presenting a proof here, we will ex-
plicitly state the translations for each arrow in Figure 1, give some examples and
illustrate how preservation and reflection of bisimulation can be proven in one
concrete case. We present the translations for the arrows of Figure 1 in several
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Fig. 1. Class embeddings

groups: simple arrows based on inclusion, arrows that show a change from exter-
nal to full non-determinism, arrows that change an element to a singleton, arrows
that change an element to a corresponding Dirac distribution and more specific
arrows. The translations are quite natural. It is the property of preservation and
reflection of bisimilarity that adds justification to the translations.

Simple arrows Let C1 and C2 be two classes of probabilistic automata. If
C1 # C2 then C1 ! C2. Therefore, the embeddings SA! Alt, SAn ! SA and
SAp ! SA hold. Furthermore, if C1 is defined with a transition function #1 :
S ! C1(S) and C2 has a transition function of type #2 : S ! C2(S) such that
for all S, C1(S) # C2(S) then every automaton of the class C1 can be considered
an automaton of the class C2, by only extending the codomain of the transition
function. In this case also C1 ! C2. The following arrows of Figure 1 hold due
to extending the codomain of the transition function: MC! Str, Gen! Var,
NA! Var, PZ!MG. In each of these cases the translation of the automata
is basically the identity mapping. For example, every generative automaton is a
Vardi automaton without non-deterministic states, or every Markov chain is a
stratified automaton that has no action-transitions, i.e. no deterministic states.

From external to full non-determinism Two of the embedding arrows of
Figure 1, DA! NA and React! SSeg, show that every system with only ex-
ternal non-determinism can be considered as a system with full non-determinism
that never uses the full-nondeterminism option. Let A = &S,A,#' " DA. Then



T (A) = &S,A,#"' " NA is given by

#"(s) = {&a, s"' | #(s)(a) = s" " S} " P(A% S).

If we consider automata as diagrams, i.e. transition graphs, then this translation
does not change the transition graph of a DA system.

For React! SSeg a similar translation is used, changing a partial function
to its graph. Due to the notation used for reactive systems in Section 3, the
diagram of a reactive system when considered a simple Segala system has to be
re-drawn, as in the next example.
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a reactive system as a simple Segala system

Singleton arrows In several cases the translation only changes an element
(state, or pair of state and action, or distribution) into a singleton set containing
this element.

Bun ! PZ: Let A = &S,A,#' be a bundle probabilistic automaton, i.e.
# : S ! D(P(A % S)) + 1, then the translation to a Pnueli-Zuck automaton is
achieved by putting T (A) = &S,A,#"' for #"(s) = {#(s)} if #(s) is a distribution,
and #"(s) = - if #(s) = ..
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a bundle transition as a Pnueli-Zuck transition

Str! Alt: In this case T (&S,A,#') = &S,A,#"' where # : S ! D(S) + A%
S + 1 and #" : S ! D(S) + P(A% S) and

#"(s) =

"
#

$

{#(s)} if #(s) " A% S
- if #(s) = .
#(s) otherwise



The diagram of a stratified automaton when translated to alternating automaton
stays the same.

Seg ! PZ: Let A = &S,A,#' be a Segala automaton, # : S ! P(D(A%S)).
Then T (A) = &S,A,#"' where #" is determined from # in the following way:

#"(s) = {µ" | µ " #(s)}

where µ" is constructed from µ by changing a distribution over pairs to distri-
bution over singletons of pairs, i.e.

µ" = {{&a, s"'} $! µ(a, s")}.
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• •
a Segala transition as a Pnueli-Zuck transition

Dirac arrows Sometimes a transformation from an element to a Dirac dis-
tribution for this element is needed. This kind of translation embeds the non-
probabilistic automata, DA and NA, into the reactive and simple Segala au-
tomata, respectively.

DA ! React: In this case every transition has to be changed to a proba-
bilistic transition with probability 1.

• a && • T+ •
a[1] &&&%&% •

a DA transition as a reactive transition

For &S,A,#' " DA, the translation is T (&S,A,#') = &S,A,#"', if #(s) " (S +
1)A, we put #"(s) " (D(S) + 1)A such that #(s)(a) = t " S *+ #"(s)(a) = µ1

t .
NA ! SSeg: For obtaining a simple Segala automaton out of a LTS, we

change the next state of every transition to a Dirac distribution for this state.

• a && • T+ • a && 1 &&&%&% •
a NA transition as a simple Segala transition

Formally, T (&S,A,#') = &S,A,#"' such that #"(s) = {&a, µ1
s!' | &a, s"' " #(s)}.

Specific arrows
Var ! Seg: Let A = &S,A,#' be a Vardi automaton, with #(s) : S !

D(A% S) + P(A% S). The injective translation to a Segala automaton is given
by T (A) = &S,A,#"' for

#"(s) =
%
{#(s)} if #(s) " D(A% S)
{µ1

$a,s!% | &a, s"' " #(s)} if #(s) " P(A% S)
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a Vardi system as a Segala system

Var! Bun: This translation is orthogonal to the one that gives us Var! Seg.
For a Vardi automaton A = &S,A,#' we put T (A) = &S,A,#"' where

#"(s) =
%
{{&a, s"'} $! µ(a, s")} if #(s) = µ " D(A% S)
µ1
((s) if #(s) " P(A% S)
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a Vardi system as a bundle system

Remark 5. Both in Var ! Seg and in Var ! Bun the translated transition
function #" is well defined even when we consider D(A % S) 3 P(A % S) )= -,
i.e. we identify µ1

$a,s% with {&a, s'}. Furthermore, this identification is needed to
obtain injectivity of the translations.

Alt ! MG: Similarly as when translating Vardi systems, with an extra
singleton construction, an alternating automaton A = &S,A,#', # : S ! D(S)+
P(A% S) is translated into a general probabilistic automaton. We put T (A) =
&S,A,#"' where

#"(s) =
%
{{{&a, s"'} $! µ(a, s")}} if #(s) = µ " D(S)
{µ1

((s)} if #(s) " P(A% S)

SSeg ! Seg: In order to change a transition of a simple Segala automaton
to a transition of a Segala automaton it is enough to push the action label into
the distribution.
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a simple Segala transition as a Segala transition

Formally, if A = &S,A,#', # : S ! P(A%D) then T (A) = &S,A,#"' where

&a, µ' " #(s) *+ µa " #"(s) " P(D(A% S)

and µa(a, s") = µ(s") for all s" " S.
For this last translation, as an illustration, we give the proof of preservation

and reflection of bisimilarity. Let µ be a distribution on S and a an action in
A. Denote by µa the distribution on A% S obtained from µ by µa(a, s) = µ(s).
Clearly, for any subset X # S we have µ[X] = µa[a,X], which yields µ (R

µ" *+ µa (A,R µ"
a. By the translation, the following holds:

1. If s
a!!A µ, then s!!T (A) µa.

2. If s!!T (A) µ then there exists a " A such that µ = "a for some distribu-
tion " on S and s

a!!A ".

Now assume s /A t, i.e. there exists a bisimulation R (Definition 11) with
&s, t' " R. We prove that R is a bisimulation (Definition 12) on the state space
of T (A). Let s !!T (A) µ. By 2. we have that µ = "a for some a " A and some
" " D(S), and s

a!!A ". Since R is a bisimulation on the state space of A we
have that there exists a distribution "" such that t

a!!A "" and " (R "". Now
it follows by 1. that s!!T (A) "

"
a, and furthermore µ = "a (A,R ""a. So, R is a

bisimulation on the state set of T (A).
The opposite is analogous. If R is a bisimulation (Definition 12) with &s, t' "

R on the set of states of T (A), we prove that R is a bisimulation (Definition 11)
on the set of states of A. Assume s

a!!A µ. Then by 1., s! !T (A) µa. Since
R is a bisimulation and &s, t' " R we get that there exists " " D(A % S) such
that t! !T (A) " and µa (A,R ". Now, by 2., we get that there exists a" " A

and a distribution µ" on S such that " = µ"
a! , t

a!
!!A µ" and µ (R µ". However,

from µa (A,R " = µ"
a! we get that a" = a and hence t

a!!A µ" and µ (R µ",
which completes the proof.

Remark 6. All the translations presented in this section are injective and pre-
serve and reflect bisimilarity.

Strict alternation vs. complex transition function

A translation between simple Segala automata and automata of the class SAn

has been known for a long time, and has been recently justified in [BS01]. Sim-
ilarly, the class SAp can be compared with the class of bundle probabilistic



automata. In order to carry out these comparisons in our framework we slightly
change the comparison criterion itself so that it allows for translations that do
not keep the same state set.

Relaxed expressiveness criteria Let C1 and C2 be two classes of proba-
bilistic automata and let T : C1 ! C2 be a translation mapping, such that if
A = &S,A,#' then T (A) = &S", A,#"'

We say that the class C1 is embedded in the class C2, by the translation T ,
notation C1 " C2 if the following conditions hold:

1. for any automaton of C1, S # S" or for any automaton of C1, S" # S,
2. bisimilarity is preserved and reflected for common states, i.e.,
,s, t " S 3 S" : s /A t *+ s /T (A) t, and

3. the translation T is injective.

Furthermore, we say that the class C1 is embedded up to irrelevant bisimilar-
ity in the class C2, by the translation T , notation C1 7!/* C2 if the following
conditions hold:

1. S" # S,
2. for any two common states s, t " S", s /A t *+ s /T (A) t, and
3. the translation T is injective up to bisimilarity of irrelevant states, i.e., if

A1 = &S1, A,#1' and A2 = &S2, A,#2' are two automata of the first class
such that T (A1) = T (A2) = &S,A,#', then

s1 " S1 \ S + 0s2 " S2 \ S : s1 / s2 and
s2 " S2 \ S + 0s1 " S1 \ S : s1 / s2.

Theorem 2. The following embeddings compare the classes of strictly alternat-
ing, bundle and simple Segala probabilistic automata.

SSeg
&& &&
SAn

/*
%% SAp

&& &&
Bun%%%%

Fig. 2. Strictly alternating models as models with a structured transition relation

Instead of a complete proof, we give the translations needed in each of the
embeddings.

SSeg " SAn:
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a simple Segala automaton as a SAn automaton



Let A = &S,A,#' be a simple Segala automaton. The translation function trans-
lates it to T (A) = &S", A,#"' by inserting a new probabilistic state for each
transition, i.e., by changing s

a!! µ to s
a! ss,a,µ ! µ. Formally, S" = S + Sp

where Sp is a set of fresh probabilistic states, such that Sp = {ss,a,µ | s " S, a "
A,µ " D(S), &a, µ' " #(s)}. So, for every outgoing transition of a state there
is a corresponding new state added to Sp. The transition function is defined as
follows: if s " S, such that &a, µ' " #(s) and the corresponding new state is ss,a,µ

then and only then &a, ss,a,µ' " #"(s); if ss,a,µ " Sp corresponds to a transition
&a, µ' " #(s) then #"(ss,a,µ) = µ. The translation is injective and it preserves
and reflects bisimilarity on S.

SAn 7!/* SSeg: The translation for this embedding, is the “inverse” of the
case SSeg " SAn. If A = &S,A,#' " SAn with a set of probabilistic states P
and a set of non-deterministic states N , then T (A) = &N,A,#"' where for every
s " N , #"(s) = {&a, µ' | &a, s"' " #(s) and #(s") = µ}. Hence this translation
forgets the probabilistic states, and turns two strictly alternating steps of the
SAn automaton into one transition of the corresponding Segala automaton. This
translation is only injective up to bisimilarity of the disappearing probabilistic
states. In fact it is even stricter than that, it is injective up to indistinguishable
probabilistic states. The only cases of non-injectivity come as a consequence of
having two probabilistic states sp1 and sp2 such that #(sp1) = #(sp2) = µ. Then
if s is a non-deterministic state with s

a! sp1 and s
a! sp2, the two “copies”

s
a! sp1 ! µ and s

a! sp2 ! µ will be mapped to one single transition s
a!! µ.

For example, the following two di!erent SAn automata translate to one SSeg
automaton.
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a bundle automaton as a SAp automaton

The translation is as follows: T (&S,A,#') = &S", A,#"' where S" = S + Sn, Sn

containing the fresh non-deterministic states Sn = {ss,T | s " S, T " spt(#(s))}.
The transition function is defined by: for s " S with #(s) = µ, we put #"(s) =
µs " D(Sn) where µs(ss,T ) = µ(T ), and for ss,T " Sn we put #"(ss,T ) = T .



SAp " Bun: The inverse of the translation Bun " SAp gives us the
translation in this case. We forget all the non-deterministic states in a SAp

automaton, being left with a bundle automaton. For a SAp automaton A =
&S,A,#' with a set of probabilistic states P and non-deterministic states N we
put T (A) = &P,A,#"' where for s " P with #(s) = µ " D(N) we define #"(s) =
µs " D(P(A % S)) such that µs(#(s")) = µ(s"). Note that the phenomenon of
losing “copies” as in SAn 7!/* SSeg does not appear here. Even though states
are lost, no transitions are identified, i.e. no arrow is lost.

Remark 7. Restricting to subclasses of the class SA, i.e. considering the classes
SAn and SAp, is necessary to obtain injectivity (up to bisimilar irrelevant states)
of the embedding mappings.

6 Conclusions

In this overview we have presented various types of probabilistic automata, in-
cluding generative, reactive and stratified ones, strictly alternating and alternat-
ing ones, the simple Segala, Segala and Vardi type of probabilistic automata and
the bundle, Pnueli-Zuck and general ones.

A major part of our work has been devoted to the comparison of the various
classes of probabilistic automata, taking strong bisimilarity for these automata
as a starting point, resulting in a hierarchy of probabilistic system types. Addi-
tionally, we have discussed the extent of non-determinism that can be modelled
in the various types of automata and the operator of parallel composition for
them. Classes positioned higher in the map of Figure 1 can be characterized
as closures of the simpler classes under parallel composition, which clarifies the
need for the more complex models.

The results obtained are briefly presented in Figure 1, Figure 2 and Table 1.
From there various conclusions on probabilistic system modelling can be drawn.
For instance, if presence of non-determinism and closedness under all variants of
parallel composition are desired properties on the one hand, and having as simple
a model as possible is needed on the other hand, then whether the choice is for
input (reactive) or output (generative) type of systems, the best choice appears
to be the simple Segala model and the bundle model, respectively. Di!erent
requirements lead to di!erent choices, but we hope the map of probabilistic
automata based models will prove to be useful in making a right decision.
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